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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Context 
 
This report has been written in response to the online and postal questionnaire sent to all members of 
MBLA during January 2019. The questionnaire was commissioned by the MBLA committee to elicit 
the views of members on a number of points raised by the ‘Special Meeting’ of the MBLA held on the 
1st December 2018 at Penzance Sailing Club. 
 
Below is the front page of the questionnaire sent out to members, outlining the reason for it: 
 

“This questionnaire is being sent to all members of MBLA following the Special Meeting 

of the MBLA held on Saturday 1st December 2018 at Penzance Sailing Club. At the 

meeting, called by the committee to address the future of the association and the Happy 

Return, it was decided to ask the full membership for their thoughts on possible solutions 

to the three issues highlighted at the meeting. These were: 

Skippers – Due to retirements/age/illness there is a diminishing ‘pot’ of qualified skippers 

for the Happy Return. This impacts on the ability of the MBLA to run a full calendar of 

sailings, and in turn, reduces income. 

New committee members and support groups – Two long standing committee members 

are retiring at the beginning of 2019 and replacements are needed. It was also felt that there 

needed to be more support for the committee. 

Fundraising/Funding streams/Revenue – Within the next couple of years there are likely to 

be recurring repair and replacement costs, (e.g. cover boards, gunwales etc.) for the MBLA 

to ensure the Happy Return remains in sound condition. At present there are only modest 

funds to facilitate this as the income from sailings only covers day to day running costs. 

It is therefore evident that the next few years are likely to be a difficult time for the MBLA 

if these issues are not resolved. It is with this in mind that this questionnaire is being sent 

out to members to elicit as many ideas and possible solutions to the above issues and is 

based on the concept of ‘blue-sky’ thinking and that ‘everything is up for discussion and 

nothing is out’. 

The results and analysis of the questionnaire will hopefully lead to the drawing up of a 

realistic, workable and achievable plan for the future, thus enabling the MBLA to continue 

to provide unique sailing experiences on the Happy Return and also keep this historical 

asset for future generations.” 
 

1.2 Report Structure 
 
For ease of reference the original 30 questions have been allocated to one of the following themes: 
Principles and Culture, Profile and Publicity, Membership and Fees, Sailings and Maintenance, 
Management Structure, Fundraising and MBLA’s Future. 

In the interests of parsimony, ease of reading, and to keep the length of the report to a minimum (there 
were 55 x 30 = 1650 answers to collate & analyse), ‘example’ quotes have been selected from the 
answers; these selected ‘example’ quotes have been chosen to reflect the general ‘essence’ or ‘feeling’ of 
the overall number of answers for each question. For questions that asked for members’ ideas on a 
particular issue, the comments have been included in the report, except where comments or answers 
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were the same, in which case only one was used to reflect the sentiment. Also, where appropriate, some 
of the longer quotes have been précised; where this has occurred, an ellipsis ( … ) has been inserted 
within the quote where extraneous text has been deleted; again this has been conducted to ensure that 
the particular member’s answer remains ‘true’ to what they originally answered. 

Note: For each question members either, answered in full, gave a yes/no answer, wrote n/a or did not 
answer the question. Additionally, for many of the more qualitative questions, members responded with 
a number of different thoughts and ideas; in effect giving a ‘multiple answer’. This has meant that for 
many of the ‘tallies’ one answer falls into more than one category. As such the tallies of responses for 
each question will not necessarily add up to the total number of respondents for each question. 

For those members who like to see the full dataset of questions and answers, please contact the 
membership secretary for the Excel spreadsheet: ‘MBLA questionnaire - Excel spreadsheet’. Note: in 
the spreadsheet the original thirty questions have been divided into six separate worksheet sections for 
ease of access, e.g. questions 1-6, 7-11 etc., (see tabs at the bottom of the spreadsheet). 
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2 Principles and Culture 
 

2.1 Principles & Culture - Results 
 
Overall there were 55 members who responded to the questionnaire, 3 of which were hard copy 
submissions. 
 

What do you feel are and should be the most important principles of the MBLA and the Happy 

Return, e.g. opportunities for sailing on an historic vessel, friendship, community, keeping 

alive old ways? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45 members mentioned ‘maintaining an historic boat’ as being an important MBLA principle, e.g. 
 

“after surviving the wrecking … this historic vessel MUST be preserved … with the 
records of previous owners; the original owner, John Warman Saunders and his two sons 
came on the train … with their oars to collect her; that is how it was done then and must 
have taken them out of their sea-faring comfort zone. This is history!” 

“maintaining a living link with … sailing and fishing in Cornwall a century ago; the Happy 
Return is probably the most authentic of the preserved luggers … a completely different 
challenge … compared to modern yachts …” 

“primary purpose … is to maintain and sail the Happy Return; to achieve this we need to 
raise funds, recruit sailing members, run a charity etc.; all of these secondary functions go 
toward achieving our primary purpose” 

“that an historic vessel is kept afloat through the involvement of a committed community 
of all able full-members, rather than a committed few” 

 
35 members mentioned ‘sailing the Happy Return’ as being an important MBLA principle, e.g. 
 

“for members to get out and sail as often as possible. In my experience the MBLA has 
achieved an enviable atmosphere of friendship, enthusiasm and support for all members, 
an achievement seldom seen …” 

“the most important … is maintaining as many Mounts Bay luggers in sailing condition as 
possible. The continuing opportunity to sail on one is fantastic!” 

 
29 mentioned ‘friendship and community’ as being an important principle of MBLA, e.g. 

Important principles of the MBLA

Maritime History

Friendship & Community

Education & Training

Sailing Happy Return
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“community, friendship, camaraderie” 

“continuing to be inclusive” 

 
18 mentioned ‘education and training’ as being important principles of the MBLA, e.g. 
 

“learning & teaching nautical theory and practice” 

“education of an historical way of life” 

“to teach people to sail an old Cornish lugger” 

 

Do you feel that you are part of an MBLA community? If yes, in what way do you feel this? 
 
34 members said they felt part of the MBLA community, e.g. 
 

“I've always felt really welcomed, even though I don't sail as often as I'd like; whenever I 
do, people are lovely” 

“definitely, was welcomed in and felt I was treated as a valued member” 

“you're all so friendly … feel very welcome … through sailing social and web site 
maintenance … as a founder member … involved since 1994 … great pride in the success 
that has been created” 

“always been made welcome and have not met a member that I don’t want to see again” 

“as skipper, committee member and maintenance crew” 

“I have always found it to be very pleasant and friendly; can’t do much now but have 
thoroughly enjoyed past experiences and would thoroughly recommend it to anyone 
interested in getting out on the water” 

“… the MBLA community is very friendly and welcoming when I attend annual dinners 
and fundraising events” 

“the continuous stream of information especially during the sailing season plus photos” 

“yes very much so, as a committee member and a skipper it is very important to get 
involved” 

“the excellent e-mails keep me posted” 

“I still take an interest in the organisation and the continuing history of the Happy Return” 

“warmly welcomed and encouraged; this increased my self-belief and had positive impacts 
in … my life” 

“keep in regular contact; as an ‘out of port’ member feel perfectly welcome when down in 
PZ” 

“go off sailing together and you can't help but feel … part of the MBLA community/crew 
…” 

“originally by newsletters, by post … and now by e-mail. I did a lot of research into 
previous ownership, plans of the boat … arranged with the Mayor and Harbour Master at 
Folkestone for the Centenary visit. We have always been made very welcome” 

 
10 said they felt partly involved, e.g. 
 

“not really, although I do know a few people now” 

“just! Unable to get out much in 2018; main profile/involvement is through the social 
media” 
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“it’s a friendly community and I’m beginning to feel part of the group” 

“the MBLA are a very friendly bunch of people; also I like a drink after a sail! However, I 
feel there are opportunities for improving the ‘community’ aspect of MBLA (social 
evenings, regular newsletter etc.)” 

“it's good to get the mailed updates but an online presence - Facebook page or the like 
would be useful” 

“more experience required … friendships” 

“I do feel part of the community but even after all these years, I feel that there is an inner 
community which sets the direction of the association and I feel excluded from that” 

 
10 members, for a variety of reasons (e.g. recently joined, distance, present circumstances etc.), did not 
feel particularly involved, e.g. 
 

“not yet; need to join in more, maybe a pub night?” 

“I don’t really … when the invite to attend the annual general meeting came out, I wasn’t 
sure if it included me. I suppose I think that my lack of sailing knowledge and useful skills 
are not really what you need. I would like to help out with the stall(s) at Newlyn fish festival 
though; if you needed it?” 

“I haven't become involved enough yet” 

“not really, but that’s down to circumstances; living 170 odd miles away. If I was a local 
then I probably would” 

“as a new member it is too early to say but there does seem to be a good community … via 
Facebook” 

 

If not, would you like to be more involved? And how would you like to see this happen? 
 
The following comments were made by the members as to how they could become more involved. 
 

“it would be nice to feel part of a community, but this would probably require another 
venue other than the boat and reasons to come together other than sailing and boat 
maintenance” 

“possibly I would be willing for further involvement” 

“I enjoy maintenance as much as sailing! We ought to make more of these days” 

“contact and share experience, skills and enthusiasm with other similar clubs/organisations 
… I would like to join the committee and get further involved” 

“I hope to be more involved as the preparation gets underway for the sailing season” 

“using the boat to develop self-esteem in disadvantaged youngsters” 

 

Do you have any ideas for developing partnerships with other agencies, e.g. community links, 

other charities, colleges, schools? Do you have any thoughts on this, or other ideas? 
 
7 members said no and 5 were unsure, e.g. 
 

“I think historic fishing boats are unfortunately a niche market that probably doesn't hold a 
great deal of attraction to young people” 

“but who has the lead responsibility for this … not clear to me …” 

“I feel it’s more at the moment for older people. I think young people are maybe more 
interested in faster more modern boats and a younger crew” 
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33 members had the following ideas for developing partnerships, e.g. 
 
Colleges and schools: 

 

“colleges; lecturers in sea related subjects might respond if approached” 

“… requesting sponsorship … I am currently a little involved with Mounts Bay School … 
so the sharing of the name is a commonality. Links … to make an educational project both 
environmentally, art, history, design & technology, wood … at the Salt and Sails festival in 
Mousehole … there was a man who made corkers for the children … he was going into 
Mousehole School with his project … I remember he sailed with the Barnabas? So … 
joining up with him … maybe some local educational grants going … links with the 
Mounts Bay Sailing Club, or even St. Michaels Mount?” 

“primary schools would be good areas to build links as there’s potential for a lot of 
education involved with the Lugger, particularly local history. Primary schools also support 
a large community i.e. all the parents; could be a good way of raising the profile and gaining 
community support” 

“… ‘Special Schools’ … have funds for outings … visiting farms etc., so maybe some of 
the older ones, up to 18, would be interested … schools are a good source of involvement 
and maybe future membership” 

“look at maritime courses at Falmouth College to see if any … would benefit from sailing 
on the Happy Return & possibly find some young skippers” 

“… Falmouth Marine School … have made … preliminary enquiries … and been given … 
2 potential contacts” 

“… teenagers are … looking for opportunities to carry out work experience placements …  
could we approach … schools to see if this could be spread out over several weeks? … any 
young people who might be interested in joining in the Saturday morning maintenance 
sessions could learn how a traditional lugger is built and operates, with a chance of sailing 
in Happy Return. This might produce a few younger MBLA members” 

“I think schools would love the opportunity to give teenagers a day’s sailing but do you 
have the insurance for this and persons with relevant child care qualifications” 

“extend our info to the local university” 

“… consider ‘chartering’ to Navy training unit for recruits” 

“links with schools and other youth groups such as Scouts and Guides are important in 
keeping interest in the history of local working boats alive and also a useful way to attract 
new members” 

 
Sailing fraternity: 
 

“… sailing clubs; other lugger groups; local archive groups, especially Porthleven & 
Cornwall Maritime Museum” 

“…get together with local Pilot Gig clubs, so they can experience the larger craft” 

“Zennor Gig Club is affiliated to Penzance Sailing Club, sharing clubhouse facilities etc., 
cost & restrictions unknown; is this worthwhile for MBLA?” 

“PZ Sailing Club and the Mounts Bay Sailing Club are on the door step. Members of PZSC 
can gravitate up to yachts within the club but there may be scope to have a relationship 
with MBSC that allows their members to sail on the Happy Return. Presumably the St Ives 
SC, if there is one, may also be in the same boat so to speak” 
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“Helford River Sailing Trust might be worth considering … provides sail training for 
Primary school children …” 

“I don’t know how closely MBLA and the CMT work together. As a “outport” member of 
both I have seen little evidence of any cooperation but this would seem an obvious route to 
follow. Working together wouldn’t mean merging or losing either organisation’s identity 
but a sharing of expertise and, possibly, manpower in order to keep these wonderful boats 
afloat” 

 
Institutions and community groups: 
 

“how about linking with the Cornwall Wildlife Trust?” 

“offering sailing experiences to Grenfell survivors through 'Cornwall Hugs Grenfell” 

“as far as I am aware there’s no community involvement from PZ where we are moored … 
I can’t see a connection we could exploit which could foster this; having said that, I see 
opportunities with better connections to the sailing club. I think there are good 
opportunities with a focus on Porthleven … we have a strong connection as the boat was 
built there … Porthleven community are very keen to support charities … which focus on 
the village …” 

“there’s a photographer in PZ (Greg Martin) … who seems to promote lots of things in 
PZ, may be worth contacting him? … involving the food college in Penzance to promote 
open days, so both the college and MBLA are featured. Partnering with a college that has 
specific social media/marketing expertise, could be a mutually beneficial way to promote 
both organisations” 

“Treneere Council Estate, specifically the food project people to broaden horizons of 
adults and young people. Maybe family sail days to offer those that work real hard, earn 
little and have precious little family time together a chance to relax together whilst trying a 
new experience? Contact Learning Director and Course Leaders at Penwith College to 
pitch idea of students taking on social media and volunteer co-ordination duties as part of 
their course. Also scope for finance, marketing and events/fundraising Link with CMHT, 
Crasac & Refuge to offer sails as a therapeutic activity. Local charities (Bolitho, Co-Op 
Cornwall Communities Trust) may assist with costs as would, appropriate Arts Council 
funding” 

 
Film and location work: 
 

“perhaps make the boat available to film companies - quite lucrative!” 

“contact with agencies providing traditional boats for film settings, e.g. Square Sail in 
Charlestown …” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“a well known local sponsor might be of value, clearly need to link up with a younger 
generation” 

“all of these institutions could be approached. The biggest problem for MBLA is image 
(older people on an old boat); younger people must be contacted, through the media in a 
modern way” 

“I think we should exploring opportunities in a ‘scaled’ way, e.g., first explore local links 
(sailing clubs, local shops, Town Council, PZ BID, Jubilee Pool, Newlyn, Mousehole, PZ 
College, Schools etc.); these communities ‘see’ the Happy Return when she's out. Then 
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explore within a certain radius (West Penwith or Penwith) in a similar fashion, then at 
county level, then nationally” 

“an illustrated talk at e.g. a college or organisation dealing with younger people. Targeted 
invitation to open evening with illustrated explanation about the lugger and what fun sailing 
on her is. To college students?; at sailing club if possible?; also flyers in Penzance, St Ives 
etc. as open invitation to wider age range” 

“find lots of interesting stuff for each of the following vehicles and get more members 
willing to take the message to the outside world and talk about the importance of keeping 
the Happy Return and other historic vessels in use. Link up with any other Mounts Bay, 
Penwith, Porthleven based associations etc. (maritime/other); also consider co-promoting 
MBLA with Ocean Pride restoration (Just an idea as I know nothing of any politics). Look 
to the wider Cornish heritage forum(s) … Consider links with other Cornish and further 
afield maritime associations with both ancient and modern interests. Make Happy Return 
known in schools and other youth/young adult groups. Newlyn Fish Festival. Give talks 
about MBLA & Happy Return and even more generally lugger sailing practically and 
historically to the likes of Old Cornwall Societies i.e. Penzance, Mousehole, St Ives, St 
Buryan, St Just and Madron, History Groups, Penwith NTA etc. even if they don't pay a 
fee. As I glean more and more interesting stuff and along with my participation I can try to 
write an article in Cornish language for publishing in "An Gannas" the Mesenger which is 
the Cornish Language Community monthly mag as I did re CMT, Barnabas & Sea, Salts & 
Sail 2018 which does mention the Happy Return and MBLA (Jan '19 edition)” 

“MBLA desperately needs a member (or outsider) to take on PR and publicity in order to 
take this forward” 

 

2.2 Principles & Culture - Summary 
 
It is evident that the members who responded to the questionnaire feel passionately about the Happy 
Return and cited four key principles that they felt should underpin the MBLA’s ‘reason for existing’. 
Approximately 80% of members thought supporting and maintaining a vessel of significant local and 
national heritage to be an important principle, c. 60% thought opportunities for sailing on her, c. 50% 
thought opportunities for friendship & community were important and c. 33% felt that the Happy 
Return, as an asset for the promotion of education and training was an important principle. 

Approximately 60% of the respondents felt they were part of an ‘MBLA community’, with the 
remaining c.40%, mainly for reasons of recent membership or distance to Penzance, did not completely 
feel part of the community. A small number of members offered ideas on how they could become 
more part of the community; specifically, the inception of a land based venue for social events, more 
contact with similar clubs/organisations and, making maintenance days more social. 

With regards to developing community links, c.60% of respondents offered a number of possible ideas. 
In particular, links and partnerships with colleges, schools and the ‘younger’ generation; developing 
opportunities within the sailing fraternity and maritime groups, linking up with county-wide institutions 
(history societies, environmental groups, local community groups, local councils, museums, libraries 
etc.) and making more of our historical connection with Porthleven. Members also felt that developing 
these partnerships would be helped by setting up meetings with groups to discuss possibilities and 
‘getting out there’ and giving talks to interested parties. 
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3 Profile and Publicity 
 

3.1 Profile & Publicity - Results 
 

How did you find out about the MBLA, e.g. word of mouth, flyer, website, event, social media? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
34 members found out about MBLA through word of mouth. 
 
10 found out about MBLA through an event, e.g. 
 

“first saw the Happy Return on Mazey Day” 

“I went on the boat on lifeboat day in Porthleven” 

“a poster on the Happy Return, at Golowan … couldn't actually believe … someone … 
with no experience, would be allowed to go on board and … sail, so I ignored it. Then a 
friend talked to me about the Happy Return, … I saw some people … on the boat and 
asked them about sailing and joining … you could do a lot more to promote membership 
and sailings” 

“attended the Newlyn Fish Festival and were intrigued with the Lugger and work ongoing; 
we wished to support in a small way” 

“used to go to the fish festival and always stopped … for a pilchard butty and one day 
decided to join” 

“over 50’s activities weeks” 

 
5 found out through media and social media, e.g. 
 

“article in the Folkestone Herald … some photographs were ‘found’ showing the wreckage 
of the FE25 which FE5 replaced. My mother-in-law told us it was her family boat … and 
how public funds were raised to have her replaced. I tracked her from the replacement 
right to the MBLA” 

“a link on the ‘Through the Gaps’ website” 

 
2 ‘saw’ the Happy Return in the bay, e.g. 

 
“watching from a gig …” 

How members found out about the MBLA

Word of mouth

Event

Social media

Saw Happy Return'

Flyer
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“I was looking at luggers and … a head popped out and started chatting, next week I was 
sailing on her” 

 
And 2 through seeing a flyer, e.g. 
 

“flyer from C.C. Council” 

 

How would you rank the profile of the MBLA? E.g. high, medium, low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
39 members felt that the MBLA and the Happy Return’s profile was low, e.g. 
 

“until recently we were well aware that we had a low profile and did not feel that there was 
a problem … because we were functioning very successfully. However, things have moved 
on and the MBLA has experienced new problems which require new approaches. The need 
to raise our profile arises from our increasingly urgent need to attract new members, 
develop more experienced sailors and attract new sources of funding. It is not an end in 
itself” 

“low; Publicity Officer needed; more ‘open’ Facebook presence” 

“low, PR and promotion … have been badly under developed; there has been an almost 
permanent vacancy for a publicity officer; having said this we have been a very successful 
heritage boat organisation for the past 20+ years” 

“low profile; an online presence is needed especially to post news, attract younger members 
etc.” 

“low … because local people, if they have any awareness of boats … seldom know of the 
MBLA but quite often know of the Barnabas and/or Ripple” 

“many Mounts Bay locals are familiar with the Happy Return, but probably little know 
elsewhere, apart from the more widespread but connected boating community” 

“low; not many people I talk to really know about us” 

“not visible outside the area, maybe have your connection attached to others web site” 

“low amongst the general community and tourists. Those more closely involved may feel it 
medium even high but that's preaching to the converted” 

 
13 felt that the MBLA/Happy Return profile was medium, e.g. 
 

What members thought of MBLA's profile

Low profile

Medium profile
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“I can't say as I do not know, it is a fairly high profile to me but in general, I expect not so” 

“high locally, low elsewhere but that's inevitable” 

“medium....locally” 

“in Penzance harbour medium to high but over all we could be higher” 

“quite high in Cornish maritime circles” 

“locally I would say MBLA has a reasonably high profile” 

 

Do you think the publicity profile for the Happy Return and MBLA could be improved? If so, 

can you give some examples, e.g. flyers, posters, adverts, articles, talks, social media, links 

with other agencies? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The vast majority of members felt that MBLA’s profile could be improved and many ideas to achieve 
this were offered, in particular: 
 
26 cited social media, e.g. 
 

“social media is the 6th example listed … says it all really, almost the last thing to be 
considered. The potential … is … not recognised or appreciated by the leadership group. 
It’s pushing rope all the time. The last public post was served to 2000 Facebook accounts 
and generated 400 interactions … ought to be taken more seriously, especially with 
engagement with younger people. That means using it; social media in 2019 is mainstream 
communication” 

“social media … paid targeted messages work” 

“better use of an open Facebook feed, Instagram” 

“social media; needs very conversant [younger?] members” 

“ask sailing … clubs to place a ‘Taster’ link on their web sites to MBLA” 

“it’s all about social media these days, not just the young. It is very hard work raising any 
organisation’s profile with the local press … but perseverance usually pays off. It needs 
someone to keep submitting pictures and copy of the Happy Return’s activities and the 
events she's involved in … even better if these events coincide with annual events, e.g. 
Fireworks Night, Halloween, Midsummer Solstice etc, it might be worth … arranging 
events … that … people can take part in at these times” 

“listings on various volunteering websites” 

Thoughts on improving MBLA's pubilcity profile

Social media

Press/TV/Radio etc.

Crowdfunding

County/Institutions

Adverts, flyers etc.

Events, talks, 
merchandising

Group links
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19 cited local press, TV and radio, e.g. 
 

“an article in the Cornishman, talking on local radio and TV about the opportunities to 
sail?” 

“charity page in The Cornishman” 

“article in Cornishman or BBC Radio Cornwall interview” 

“articles in Practical Boat Owner and … Classic Boats, regular column in the Cornishman. 
Local press is usually keen to get local bits in … also add photo.  Another Magazine is All 
at Sea saw photo in it last year, taken from another boat, of Happy Return pass Tater Dhu 
light” 

“‘Down your way’ in the Cornishman and Packet” 

“articles etc. in maritime history newsletters etc.” 

 
3 cited crowd funding, e.g. 
 

“crowd funding appeal … with a big publicity event; if Happy Return appeared in a film” 

 
6 cited county and national institutions etc., e.g. 
 

“tourist boards, National Trust Office flyers” 

“Jubilee Pool etc. are involved in Plastic Free Penzance … could be an avenue to explore 
further” 

“a tie up with the National Maritime Museum in Falmouth as they do work on wooden 
boats” 

 
20 cited adverts, flyers etc., e.g. 
 

“flyer, education board near where it is moored” 

“most immediate method would be … posters and information board close to where she is 
moored” 

“hang a sign on the Happy Return with some details of what she does and how to get in 
touch” 

“fliers in local pubs” 

“posters would be great” 

“flyers into guest houses (after deciding what do with visitors)” 

“flyers at the Maritime Museum?” 

“some posters for public display in town/village centres” 

“large simple board on mast throughout the year, encouraging people to join; many walking 
round harbour have no idea of its purpose” 

 
2 cited merchandising, e.g. 
 

“mugs, stickers, prints etc.” 
 
10 cited events and talks, e.g. 
 

“talks to interested groups: Archives, Old Cornwall Assoc., Sailing clubs” 
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“that fundraising event … at Porthleven was excellent; I was telling people about it and 
they were sorry to have missed it and wondered if there would be another” 

“… Women Institutes here invite local speakers to talk … about their projects/hobbies etc. 
Our Institute … pays about £40 for a talk if no fee is asked for - travelling costs can be 
claimed some times. We like film with the talk, and you always get a cup of tea and a biscuit 
… as WI is a charity they cannot give to another charity so the money is paid direct to the 
speaker who can then pass it on” 

“pick your target audience and go and give a talk/presentation. Follow up with a taster 
session” 

“a small stall at the Falmouth Shanty Festival” 

 
11 cited links with other groups, e.g. 
 

“taster sails to local … sailing, gig, sports clubs; try first, then expand?” 

“Porthleven links should be exploited; there are many local groups around Mounts Bay e.g. 
Mounts Bay Marine Group, BDMLR … there may be opportunities to attract new 
members” 

“improving links with other agencies, e.g. RNLI and Coastwatch who get a substantial 
footfall” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“the Happy Return as a film location …‘adventure’ events, weddings, attend shows & 
rallies with flyers” 

“Cornwall is a very ‘proud’ county and as such the various media outlets (TV, radio, 
newspapers, local ‘Cornish’ websites, County Council, Tourism Board, libraries etc.) are 
keen to promote local heritage. Likewise, shops, pubs, local businesses, local festivals etc. 
like to be seen to be supporting local things” 

 

What information would you like to see on the annual sailing programme? 
 
23 members felt the current sailing programme was fine, e.g. 
 
11 suggested improvements or additions that could be made, e.g. 
 

“more information on what the sail could be like … emotional content which gives you a 
feel for it …” 

“Jim has suggested an information paragraph be included; this may involve an additional 
page of printing some years; a Mail Chimp to … members could also give this info. A lot 
of club programmes include adverts; usually accompanied by commercial printing. This 
could be … taken on by a sub-group member” 

“needs to be more attractively presented; photos/profile of skippers; more information of 
the planned events; visibility of the crew; who’s on the trip? Programme not on social 
media, difficult to find on the website …” 

“a good description of activity to be expected aimed at the total new member” 

“possibly more narrative about away trips …” 

“I find it OK but more could be on it or a small handout for new members” 

“inclusion of programme of talks … outings, social events, … pictures of the previous 
year’s … events” 
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“the programme is fine … although I feel that a front page needs designing to give a 
‘friendly & welcoming’ feel and … include a photo, a description of what a sail is likely to 
be like and what they need to bring etc.” 

“space is at a premium on the programme but any ideas are worth looking at” 

“as 2018 is good for me plus notice of maintenance schedules and fundraising initiatives” 

 

3.2 Profile & Publicity - Summary 
 
Approximately 60% of the members found out about the Happy Return and MBLA through word of 
mouth, c. 20% by attending an event and the remaining c. 20% accounted by social media, visual and 
advert. 

Approximately 70% of members felt the MBLA profile was low, and of the rest, only medium to high 
locally.  

The question of whether our profile could be improved, and how, instigated a strong response in terms 
of numbers and ideas. In particular, c. 70% of the respondents felt that social media was of 
considerable importance these days, with many thinking that the MBLA was not making the most of 
the opportunities. The remaining 30% of important ideas centred around local press, radio & TV, local 
adverts & flyers, links with other groups and events and talks. 

 

4 Membership and Fees 
 

4.1 Membership & Fees - Results 
 

Why did you join the MBLA, e.g. sailing, adventure, local maritime history, socialising, 

companionship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
43 members cited sailing and/or learning to sail. However, a number of other reasons were also given: 
 
26 said experience and/or adventure, e.g. 
 

“definitely something of the adventure of it” 

“visit/view places inaccessible except by sea” 

Reasons members joined the MBLA

Sailing/learning to sail

Experience & adventure

Supporting local heritage

Socialising & friendship

Keeping active

Because they saw her in 
full sail
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“I had no idea that I could have the opportunity of sailing on the Happy Return… every 
time I went out sailing was an extraordinary experience. Brilliant! Thank you” 

 
33 mentioned supporting local maritime heritage, e.g. 
 

“interest in Cornish fishing history and the vessels used” 

“interested in sailing and fishing tradition … a love of old boats and history” 

“inspired by Brittany's enthusiasm for preservation of historic tradition, and enthusiasm of 
members…  preservation of a local boat of historic significance” 

 
20 said socialising and friendship were a factor in joining MBLA, e.g. 
 

“sharing sailing experiences and boat maintenance with like minded people, 
companionship” 

“sailing & companionship. For me, a new and interesting outdoor activity” 

“… to get involved with the restoration off an … old lugger … recently to enjoy sailing 
with others …” 

 
3 mentioned keeping active, e.g. 
 

“opportunity to use existing skills and to stay active in retirement” 

 
3 members noted the visual power and glory of seeing the Happy Return under full sail, e.g. 
 

“because I loved the look of the Happy Return” 

“I used to watch the Happy Return sail whilst I was guiding at St Michaels Mount; the 
Happy Return looks outstandingly magnificent with its iconic sails, even in the midst of 
other sailing boats” 

 

Are you happy with the level of the current membership fee of £20.00 p.a.? If not, why, and 

what fee would you suggest? 

 

44 members were happy with the current membership fee, e.g. 

 
“attractive … price to a diary of wonderful valuable experiences and companionship, on 
both land & sea” 

“I think it's an affordable price allowing access to MBLA for those with limited funds” 

“fee is unlikely to discourage anyone from joining MBLA or gifting a membership to family 
or friends” 

“£20 is a reasonable fee and should enable most people to access MBLA … could ask for 
an additional voluntary contribution at time of taking out membership” 

“to increase would be detrimental to the membership” 

“£20 is very reasonable, particularly considering the cost of maintaining a classic wooden 
boat” 

 
Although 2 felt the MBLA could charge more and 8 thought an increase to £25.00 would be OK, e.g. 
 

“would pay £25 without demur” 
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“happy with it but suggest that £25 would be ok” 

 
Whilst 6 had other ideas on the level of sailing fees, e.g. 
 

“it should be at least £30.00 p.a. (it is £10.00 at least on St. Mawes ferry)” 

“£40” [2 members suggested this] 

“this is quite a low membership fee (fish & chips + a drink!) … could easily be raised to 
£30/£40 and gradually to £50 - not all at once - don't frighten them off!” 

“would be happy with £30 - still excellent value” 

“£20 was ok and as I paid Life membership c £200 in 2018 … that was ok; suspect an 
increase is needed … £30 single £50 couple £80 family (max 4 & max 21yrs in full time 
education). £500 life membership + sailing fees + share of disbursements. Anyone in work 
or 21+ would … be individual or joint member …” 

 

How long have you been a member of MBLA? 
 

The graph below shows the number of years membership of people that responded to the survey. It is 

noticeable that for this particular questionnaire sample that there were a high number of new 

memberships compared to the overall repeated membership figures, this shows that it is likely that the 

majority of new members do not renew the following year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Would you support a change in the membership structure to encourage new members, e.g. 

friend of Happy Return, taster sails, associate member, full member, life member? If you 

would, can you suggest a structure? 
 
5 members felt there was no need for a change in the membership structure, e.g. 
 

“a change of structure would not be practical in my opinion” 

“don't make it too complicated … problem seems to be … quality/usefulness rather than 
quantity of members” 

 
46 would support changes in the membership structure to encourage new members, e.g. 
 

“most certainly, change is good and without it we will only ever get the same results” 

“anything to encourage younger people” 
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“I think some flexibility might be helpful; something that would encourage people to come 
short term, just one or two sails; something that would encourage people that can't afford it 
to come on more sails and gain experience; something that would encourage people to 
support MBLA but don't particularly want to sail” 

 
A number of possible membership ideas were put forward. 
 
20 felt that ‘taster sails’ were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“taster sails … targeted at specific groups to nurture links with … agencies & communities 
not … familiar with sailing” 

“taster sails are an excellent way to get interest but need to be advertised to … youngish 
retirees … youngsters …” 

“a one off taster sail is an opportunity to get a potential member … but is better if we can 
make them a member, then go sailing” 

“members should be able to invite friends for taster sails with ambition of joining MBLA 
…” 

“I think publicising taster sails more strongly … perhaps focusing our recruitment of new 
members on specific areas, like Porthleven, where the boat was built” 

“a taster sail for a £10 donation to a non-member or prospective member worked well in 
2018” 

“… if priced correctly” 

“for a one-off day out, the £20 annual membership isn’t too bad, but if you want to 
encourage more people to come and try it, on ‘taster sails’, it may encourage more uptake at 
a lower price” 

 
13 felt ‘associate members’ were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“associate member - low cost - information, email updates, maintenance and social events” 

“a social non-sailing membership for friends/families to enjoy MBLA social functions” 

“a two tier membership structure with full membership with lower sailing fees to encourage 
sailing skills development and an associate membership in line with current pricing” 

“a lower associate membership for holiday makers & those who live a long way from 
Penzance” 

“some … might like ‘friend’ or associate membership … who would … be associated but 
don't … sail” 

 
4 felt ‘life members’ were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“… for retiring … patrons … not a good idea for younger members who want a regular 
income” 

“life membership at £ 200 (i.e. 10 years' worth) is attractive but probably too cheap” 

 
12 offered other structures and/or thoughts: 
 

“youth groups at preferential rates” 

“free sailing to PZSC juniors … would widen their … experience & encourage interest 
from a young age” 
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“holiday membership? … £20 per annum for this I think” 

“friend of the Happy Return could bring a small amount into the kitty” 

“family membership (£30), joint membership (£25), but at £20 I think it’s cheap enough” 

“honorary membership for competent persons, e.g. lifeboat crew, RN qualified; who could 
skipper” 

“affiliated membership for west Cornwall sailing clubs, youth clubs, Duke of Edinburgh 
Awards organisations etc., with the proviso that members of those clubs could sail on the 
Happy Return for a reduced group rate?” 

“membership fee say £100.00 … but … includes free boat fees (except for away trips); this 
might encourage members to go sailing to get their monies worth. For those who cannot 
afford this in one payment, maybe pay in two instalments over the year? Would have to 
work out the average cost to MBLA” 

“… lot of options but simplicity is best … could … have a higher membership fee … with 
no per sail fees” 

“always been in favour of the more a member used the boat the more they contribute to … 
costs through boat contributions” 

“perhaps increasing the cost of full membership whilst offering a £20 (for e.g.) associate 
membership to encourage those who just wish to support?” 

“Friend of Happy Return would be simplest included in Life membership arrangements (or 
those paying for a minimum of 3 years at a time). £50 per year in addition to membership 
to be a Friend and then get 15% discount off any sails booked in excess of 10 in that year 
at the time of booking ( refunds as paid so long as at least 10 taken/kept as booked, with 
surcharge required if sails booked drops below 10 unless cancelled by MBLA). It would be 
good to offer Honorary Life Membership, at no further fee, to the founders and those who 
have given/give (including the recent past and continue in the future) extraordinary 
support but difficult to apply as they probably are life members already. The current life 
membership (separate to any Honorary life membership) could be transformed into a 5 
year commitment (hence NOT Life any longer) at a reduced rate … that would leave Life 
Membership as only available as an honorary status and hence could be bestowed on 
founder members as deemed appropriate and on an occasional basis as appropriate, upon 
those who have given extraordinary support. Unfortunately such as I would buck at losing 
Life membership, having paid the asking rate at the time and then having it changed to 5 
year but this could be surmounted by offering an option to contribute/donate £200 to 
pervade being demoted to 5 year. If the ‘constitution’ and insurance permits or can be 
amended without prohibitive cost then ‘Guests’ could be invited by members but for no 
more than one day or part day sail and not for longer trips and a suggested contribution 
accepted equivalent to members day sailing stipulated outlay. Option would be associate 
member fee £10 in addition to contribution/fees etc. Taster sails, day or half-day should 
only be made available to suitably vetted outsiders/non-members, if the ‘constitution’ and 
insurance permits or can be amended without prohibitive cost, at twice the members day 
sailing stipulated outlay; they could then have the 1st day of their 2nd sail fee free (but pay 
contribution to food & fuel etc.) after their membership application has been accepted …” 

 

Are there any changes that can be made to the current sailing fees structure, e.g. a day sail is 

the same as a half day or evening sail, and having weekly, monthly, seasonal season tickets, 

gift vouchers? 
 
15 members felt there was no need to change the current sailing fees structure, e.g. 
 

“all tinkering; really simple is best” 
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“not immediately apparent … that a change in the current structure would be beneficial. 
An increase in the amount(s) currently applying would not have a significant impact on the 
overall amount we have to raise annually for the larger maintenance projects” 

“relying on raising the rates to boost income, results in an increasing proportion of income 
being provided by those experienced sailors who MBLA depends on to continue sailing the 
boat by filling the roles of skipper and mate and those who want to gain experience to 
move in to these roles” 

“pricing of the day sail was reduced from £12 to £10 because of poor take-up; let’s try it 
for a little longer” 

“the fees are still good value and should be kept as such. Better that members feel they can 
go on as many trips as they are able rather than restricting themselves on cost grounds” 

 
9 felt season tickets were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“summer day sail season ticket” 

“weekly tickets for summer visitors and holidaymakers who had sailing experience would 
be a good idea” 

“… depending on price” 

 
10 said gift vouchers could be a possibility, e.g. 
 

“gift vouchers are a great idea and easy to market! I’d help with those” 

“best gift voucher is membership + welcome pack! Other rates are fine as some half-day 
trips can be very short …” 

“gift vouchers would be a good idea for one off sails for non-members to encourage new 
people, to include lunch so they experience a whole day” 

“for people with family & friends who would like a trip, or for a birthday or Christmas gift” 

 
10 thought that day sails could be more than half day sails, e.g. 
 

“priced on length of sail” 

“day sail could be 50% more than evening, morning or afternoon sails” 

“would be happy to pay £10 for a half day and £20 for a day” 

“could be … discrimination between half day and day sails. Maybe a discount on doing a 
number of sails” 

“would pay more than £10 for a whole-day sail” 

“this would need a lot of thought, maybe make half day sails a bit cheaper than all day 
sails?” 

 
Additional thoughts on sailing fees: 
 

“per head day sail, £20 +, per head half day, £15 + both share of fuel/gas … overnight & 
away trips, £25 per day + £10 if staying onboard overnight + share of fuel/gas, food & 
berthing; weekly, monthly, season tickets would be complicated to apply and administer, if 
any cancellations occurred either way or for whatever reason. Gift Vouchers are a good 
idea subject to cost effectiveness and business plan report … Skippers & mates should be 
offered a 25% discount when sailing as either of the 2 appointed ‘responsibles’. Honorary 
Life members could also be offered 25% discount” 
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“not sure but assume longer sailing time is more wear and tear on the vessel, particularly 
the rigging” 

“a seasonal ticket could dissuade members - may not want to pay for a whole season if 
there was a chance they may not be able to make more than 1 or 2 sailings, but okay to pay 
for shorter periods” 

“any sail involves the same usage of the vessel - one fee fits all 'daily' trips (n.b. it cost £10 
to go on boating lake for 40 minutes); 12.00 is fine” 

 

Have you any thoughts on the fees for a sail of more than one day? 
 
32 members felt there was no need for a change, e.g. 
 

“putting it up won’t solve the problem” 

“they are already in place and work well, covering costs and profit” 

“these have been the most attractive and enjoyable, but may be less financially rewarding; 
keep fees as they are” 

“unless we can encourage more new members for away sails, keep at £20 or we might lose 
the stalwarts who currently support these events; rarely oversubscribed; then increase to 
£25” 

“away trips … at £20/24 hours is a very competitive rate when compared to other cruising 
products, however … recently we haven’t been … well subscribed for these longer trips so 
probably should not alter the cost at this time” 

 
A number of members had thoughts on this question, e.g. 
 

“… would be reasonable to increase the fees of more than a day sail, due to the … wear 
and tear…” 

“if away for e.g. 7 nights - £150.00 boat fees plus other expenses; this is sufficient for many 
members & expensive for a few others” 

“could give reduced fees to couples who share the for'd berth” 

“could be priced as a ‘package’ more like a ‘holiday price’ with full members getting a 
discount over an associate member price to reflect the fact that the ‘core’ people (skipper, 
mate and two crew) are needed to complete the voyage 

“they look very reasonable to me; a little bit low if anything” 

“add 10% to the day rate” 

“whatever fees are agreed should be built into the cost of multi-day trips” 

“per head overnight & away trips per head; £25 per day + £10 if staying onboard overnight 
+ share of fuel/ gas, food & berthing Skippers & mates should be given a 25% discount 
when sailing as the 2 appointed ‘responsibles’. Honorary Life members could also be 
offered 25% discount” 

“based on the one day sail x no. of days” 

 

Have you any thoughts on other fees, e.g. refreshments, diesel, mooring charges? 
 
27 members had no thoughts on the question. 
 
15 members felt the fees were OK, as is, e.g. 
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“as now, crew pay pro rata and often bring own refreshments; works well and is clearly 
fair” 

“should be covered by increased fees otherwise gets a bit complicated” 

“tea/coffee provided by MBLA & milk and biscuits provided by skippers for half day/day 
sails, day sails crews … bring own pack lunch” 

“one fee should cover all of this; keep it simple” 

“these must be covered by the crew of the day, with say, 10% added to help the 
maintenance” 

 
The following thoughts on diesel costs were put forward: 
 

“cost of diesel should be on the sailing programme, so people know there may be an extra 
cost …” 

“I remember … last year … the skipper used more diesel than usual … this was an equally 
brilliant experience, but I understood that it may … cost more. I might not have had more 
money than the £10 with me … would have been happy to owe …” 

“these extras felt a bit uncomfortable because you weren't able to refuse them” 

“for trips 24 hrs plus, these should become shared costs of that particular crew” 

“normally applies to away trips, these costs can't be avoided and … shared equally amongst 
the crew” 

“cost of gas, diesel and mooring fees are shared by crews at cost; no problem with that. 
The small amount of fuel used by short sails is absorbed by MBLA and covered by having 
6+ on board” 

 
And, the following thoughts on refreshments: 
 

“cost of refreshments should shared by all on an outing” 

“… not fussed about having refreshments personally; having a drink may cause me to use 
the onboard toilet which I would avoid” 

“charging for refreshments might be a good way of making some money. If you don't have 
much money you could bring your own” 

“for day sails include tea and coffee and biscuits; if sail covers the lunch period - bring your 
own!” 

“happy to pay appropriate share of these” 

“all disbursements to be shared equally between crew members no matter what age, 
membership type or status and no matter whether they have any or not …” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“… we could ‘weight’ the money ‘required’ from each income stream and set ‘subs’, cost 
per trip accordingly?” 

“berthing fees to be shared equally by ALL who participate in any leg of the trip; any other 
disbursements on a per head per day share” 
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4.1 Membership & Fees – Summary 
 

Approximately 80% of the members who responded to the questionnaire cited either sailing or learning 

to sail as a reason they joined the MBLA, whilst approximately 50% cited the experience or adventure 

of sailing the Happy Return, 60% mentioned supporting local maritime heritage and c. 40% the 

opportunities that the Happy Return offered for friendship or a sense of belonging to a community. 

Approximately 80% of the members were happy with the current membership fee and a number of 

these felt that an increase would be detrimental to membership numbers. Approximately 20% felt there 

were opportunities to increase it, of these, 8 thought to £25.00 p.a. and 6 to between £30.00 & £50.00. 

80% of the members would support a change in the membership structure to encourage new members, 

whilst 5 members felt there was no need for a change, citing, in particular, that it would not be practical 

or that MBLA’s problem was one of quality/usefulness of the membership and not an issue with 

numbers of members. Of those that supported a change, 20 thought a form of ‘taster’ sail may be of 

benefit, 13 felt there were opportunities with an ‘associate’ membership, 4 thought ‘life’ membership, 

and 12 offered a range of other structural changes. 

With regards to the sailings fees structure and price, 25% of members felt there was no need for a 

change, citing, amongst other things, the inequalities of costs for the core members, restricting the 

number of potential sails on cost grounds, and that keeping things simple was best. However, 

approximately 65% felt there were opportunities for changing the sailing fees structure. In particular, 

that season tickets (c. 15% of members) and gift vouchers (c. 20%) were a good idea, with c. 10% of 

the members suggesting that there was an opportunity to increase the cost of a day sail over a half day 

sail, (e.g. 50% more, double). 

On the question of members’ thoughts on sails of more than one day, c. 60% felt there was no need for 

a change, citing that any increase is not likely to solve MBLA’s problems or that increases may lessen 

the number of these voyages. However, there were a number of comments from members suggesting, 

amongst others, that the price seemed low in relation to other products, that core crew could get a 

discount, and, a suggestion that 10% could be added to the day rate. 

Thoughts on other fees (diesel, refreshments, mooring) were asked for and whilst 50% of members had 

no views on the subject, c. 25% thought they OK as is. There were a few comments and suggestions, 

including, charging for refreshments, that refreshment costs should be shared by all on an outing and 

that diesel was seen by some as a hidden cost. 
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5 Sailings and Maintenance 
 

5.1 Sailings & Maintenance - Results 
 

Approximately, how many sailings did you go on last season 2018? 
 
The graph below shows the number of sailings made by those members who responded to the survey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why didn’t you go on more sails, e.g. cost, time, poor experience? 
 
33 members cited weather/cancellations, age/sickness or other commitments, as a reason, e.g. 
 

“I was working/had other commitments. It was a very real treat to go sailing on the Happy 
Return, a luxury” 

“my schedule did not match some of the Happy Return’s trips” 

I decided to take it slowly for health reasons - my condition is a psychological injury with 
multiple symptoms; meeting new people being a … scary task. As I had some sailing 
experience I felt that would support me … it was a good move to take it slowly. I'd 
definitely recommend MBLA to others with such conditions” 

 
3 members cited cost as a reason and 15 members cited their distance from Penzance. 
 

Other than on Happy Return, how much sailing experience have you had? 
 
13 members said they had no previous sailing experience other than on the Happy Return, 11 said they 
had little or some experience and 29 had considerable experience. See below for the sailing experience 
cited. 
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The sailing experience of the 29 members who said they had considerable or extensive experience: 
 

“… maybe 2000 Nm” 

“dinghy sailing PZSC. Barnabas life member” 

“owned yachts for 20 yrs, delivery skipper, yachtmaster, sailing instructor, commercial 
fishing boat skipper” 

“50,000 approx. miles … mainly as skipper … owned 3 sailing vessels, the last … a 
Bowman 46 ft yawl. I have chartered … vessels and … hold a yachtmaster qualification for 
… sail and power” 

“40 years cruising and off shore racing” 

“… 5 or 6 times a year for … 30 years - mainly keel boats” 

“long ocean passages as crew plus 1 week RYA coastal” 

“owned a variety of boats … mostly … within Mounts Bay. Member of the RNXS on 
inshore minesweepers and port control vessels … crewed on 2 Tall Ship Races. Shore 
based Yachtmaster/coastal skipper … VHF/DSC radio qualified, Sea survival qualified, 1st 
Aid” 

“started sailing dinghies 50 years ago and have intermittently continued to sail on assorted 
craft since then” 

“two fastnet races, numerous RORC cross channel races” 

“RYA Coastal skipper … experience on our Westerly Seahawk, inc. 1 Channel crossing” 

“rather a lot. I started sailing in the sixties and over the years I have sailed in such craft as 
the big Nicholson 55's, Contessa 32's and 38, and many others” 

“… Wayfarers to Tall Ships, currently up to Coastal Skipper” 

“extensive dinghy sailing/racing in my younger years at MBSC, latterly chartering bare-
boats on foreign holidays plus a leg of the Clipper Round The World 13-14 including the 
Atlantic race” 

“… Yachtmaster theory and Coastal Skipper practical, past Radio officer at Island Sailing 
Club, Cowes … 15 years … sailing … Jeanneau 36, Sundance, Hunter Horizon 272” 

“25-30 years worth of off shore and coastal …” 

“range of sailing on tall ships and other historic vessels …” 

“approx 5000 miles including delivery work as 1st Mate” 

“tall ships, yachting, around Scotland, Holland, and … the Greek Islands. Day Skipper” 

“4 sails on Barnabas … inc. w/e at ‘Sea, salts & Sail’ festival … Isles of Scilly … prior to 
2018 had not sailed anything for c 50 years and then … mainly dinghies … and … fixed 
keel - Flying Fifteen” 

 

Have you been involved in maintenance on the Happy Return? If so, have you any comments 

regarding your experiences? 
 
23 members said they had not been involved with maintenance either through, distance or time 
constraints; but many said they would be happy to help if they could. 10 said they had helped a little 
and 17 said they had helped with maintenance. 
 
Members’ comments on their experiences of helping with maintenance: 
 

“consideration might be given to identifying specific leaders for … maintenance, e.g. 
painting, commissioning, engine … or a specific … task and this person to concentrate on 
involving members, ensuring everyone who volunteers has a role. … lead people could be 
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identified in emails … and other communications so that everyone knows who to go to 
and who is making decisions” 

“organisation not always at its best because of communication, e.g. time of arrival, 
allocation of jobs (matching skills) and materials to undertake tasks; this may become 
onerous on taskmaster?” 

“it was pleasant” 

“nice camaraderie working together” 

“make it more sociable!” 

“very enjoyable, worthwhile, informative, good opportunity to ask questions in unstressed 
environment” 

“carried out by far too few members. Job list should be shared more widely amongst the 
membership. I’m aware many feel they don’t know enough to get involved. Long serving 
members, especially the committee, just get on with the many jobs because they have 
always done them; this attitude keeps others out” 

“I enjoy getting the ship ready for the new season; it is hard and dirty work at times but 
needs doing” 

“it has always been the same people pitching in” 

“nicely sociable and practical; always interesting to find out more about the Happy Return” 

“bad sore throat and mouth ulcers … after sanding iroko; many tropical hardwoods 
contain toxic biochemicals” 

“always felt welcome; sometimes it seems a bit chaotic … people standing around looking 
for something to do or others seemingly ‘doing their own thing’” 

 

Do you have any skills to support ongoing maintenance, e.g. painting, electrical, mechanical? 
 
14 members said they had no specialist skills to offer, whilst 20 members said they had limited skills; 
however, many of these members said they would be happy to help, if they could, and with suitable 
supervision. 21 members said they had skills that could support ongoing maintenance, including: 
electrical (6), woodwork (4), mechanical (7), painting (5), rope work and rigging (1), good DIY skills (3). 
 

5.2 Sailings & Maintenance - Summary 
 
The majority of members went on a limited number of sails (1-4) with 18 of the respondents going on 
none. The high number of sails by few members was presumably the Skippers and Mates. 

25% of members had no previous sailing experience other then on the Happy Return, 20% said they 
had had little or some and c. 50% said they had had considerable experience. 

Approximately 40% of members said they had not been involved with maintenance, although for 
many, this because of reasons such as, distance time commitments etc., c. 35% said they had helped 
and c.20% had helped a little. As regards their experiences of helping on the maintenance, most had 
enjoyed the experience, with a few noting that sometimes the maintenance schedule or structure was 
sometimes a little unorganised. 

Approximately 45% of members said they had no skills or little skills, to offer towards Happy Return’s 
maintenance. Although c. 40% did say they had specific skills that could help with maintenance. 
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6 Management Structure 
 

6.1 Management Structure - Results 
 

Do you feel that you are involved in the MBLA decision making process? If so, how? 
 
25 members either, did not feel involved, didn’t feel the need to be, it was too early for them to say or 
distance prevented it, e.g. 
 

“but I wouldn’t presume to think I could. I think the committee is doing really well!” 

“not particularly, but that’s OK, I am unqualified to judge” 

“not yet!” 

“not really, but also no desire to take a major leadership role” 

“currently I am not, however I wish to be more involved by taking up office” 

“as a non committee member I don’t feel the need to be involved in every decision” 

“I feel increasingly excluded from the decision making process; even as a committee 
member I did not feel that my ideas and contributions were valued or listened to” 

“I feel most decisions are made by the original core members, quite understandably. I don't 
feel it my place to make decisions if I'm not more directly involved than I am at the 
moment. I have been encouraged to become more involved but running a business and 
living away make this impractical” 

 
17 felt they were involved in the decision making process, e.g. 
 

“insofar as I need or want to be” 

“AGM, meetings etc.” 

“I have a vote” 

“attending meetings and reading emails” 

“I have the opportunity through newsletters and emails to be aware of what is planned and 
… happening” 

“there is ample opportunity to get more involved, my problem is … finding time to be 
more involved” 

“yes, we are informed and canvassed regarding decision-making” 

“feel heard at AGM and by those on board” 

 

Do you think that there should be more involvement by members in the decision making 

process? If so, how would this work? 
 
20 members felt, either there was no need for more involvement, had reservations about it, or it was 
too early to say, e.g. 
 

“for the committee” 

“I think the committee do a darn good job” 

“tricky … if members wish to become more involved good … the opportunity should be 
there; so, for example, open committee meetings where members can attend if they wish 
and contribute but no vote on committee motions” 
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“not necessarily, keep bureaucracy simple” 

“there's an AGM every year. I also feel that everyone is pretty open to ideas” 

“not sure - too many chiefs?” 

“that probably depends on the members themselves. In all such organisations many 
members are happy to just offer support and may not be sufficiently qualified (I would 
include myself here) to get too far involved” 

“the committee must be responsible for decision making. If a member has a strong opinion 
on any matter, they can be invited to speak to the committee” 

“if members want to be involved they can join the committee; we are given the opportunity 
of being a committee member” 

“… a good idea but how is the problem as members are happy to sail but are a bit shy of 
coming forward” 

“… being involved locally in various committees I know how difficult it is to get people to 
take part” 

“I think this is mainly a committee function but there is a need to keep ALL members no 
matter how small or distant informed, though some detail needs to be kept within suitable 
numbers of ears and eyes as appropriate. Canvas members when out sailing or doing 
maintenance etc.” 

“yes but not so that decisions have long delays” 

 
15 members felt there could be more involvement by the members, of these: 
 
5 thought sub-groups were possible, e.g. 
 

“asking directly, smaller working parties focussed on different aspects? … these should be 
time or goal limited, otherwise, in my experience, people tend to empire build and 
unconscious divisions occur” 

“get members involved with the committee and sub-committees” 

“all committee posts could do with the support of a small sub-group; 2-3 ordinary 
members to increase their capacity to do their voluntary jobs as trustees much more 
effectively” 

“getting members onto the sub-groups; as proposed in the ‘MBLA structure’ at the last 
AGM or similar. How we get members onto these sub-groups is the difficulty” 

“form smaller committees … can do the things they are skilled in … to keep the Happy 
Return at sea” 

 
7 thought questionnaires and surveys were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“maybe ask for comments when ideas are put forward” 

“if … the minutes of committee meetings are published, members should be encouraged to 
comment” 

“possibly useful for strategic MBLA aspects (such as this questionnaire), but time needed 
to collate and act on views of disparate and dispersed members. Many day-to-day decisions 
and practicalities probably need to be made by suitably-conversant and on-the-spot local 
‘stalwarts’” 

“… this survey is a good online example of how members can have their say” 
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“this questionnaire is a good way of garnering members thoughts on current and future 
plans and decisions. If … done from time to time I think the membership would be happy 
for committee members to implement those ideas where possible and if useful” 

“those with experience should be asked for an opinion” 

“by ballot with specific questions?” 

 
4 felt that open meetings, or a greater sense of community would help, e.g. 
 

“if people can come together in relaxed and informative meetings where they are able to 
input their thoughts in a variety of ways. Where following a consensus some ideas are 
followed through because the majority of people agree and there are enough people who 
are willing to help” 

“committee members and … key members should … get alongside and listen to the 
members, especially new members, also possibly ex-members; they will get involved … 
listened to and … contributions are valued” 

“all committee meetings should be open to all members for a greater inclusive membership; 
minutes from every meeting should be emailed to the membership for feedback” 

“there are opportunities for more member involvement and … this will come through a 
greater emphasis on strengthening the idea of our ‘community’” 

 

Do you have any ideas that would support the skippers and mates, e.g. online booking? 
 
14 members said they did not have any ideas and 20 members had ideas to support skippers and mates, 
in particular: 
 
9 mentioned online booking, e.g. 
 

“members can already book a sail through the website; … this hasn’t been used a lot but it 
has been used” 

“some sort of central booking system” 

“online booking, great, however we need to continue with the current system and not ‘put 
off’ people who are not computer aware” 

“online booking is the only way to go!” 

“ask Skippers & mates! Online pre-booking would show space availability, but skippers 
must have the final right to ensure a balanced crew. Pre-payment on line might be an 
option for reliable crew, but create more bureaucracy, checking, and refunds for no-
shows?” 

“on-line booking could be a very good idea. I do volunteer watches at the Nare Point NCI 
station where I agree my watches entirely on-line with the roster managers” 

“online booking or maybe even an app?” 

“online booking needs to be followed up with confirmation to each prospective crew 
member. Members need to be made aware that if they book for any sails then they need to 
commit to each ensure they are available until such time as MBLA lets them know they 
won't be included if overbooked or cancelled due to weather, breakdown etc.” 

“… an online booking system and text are best; we already have a online booking system 
via square space” 

 
3 felt mobile phones and texting were best, e.g. 
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“mobile contact is best, crew need to say if running late or are unable to attend” 

“use of mobile phones and text messaging works well; online booking may be an over 
complication. Members could be more proactive and enthusiastic re: using the boat!” 

“phone calls and text messages are most popular” 

 
Additional comments on ways to further support Skippers and Mates: 
 

“2nd Mate; only Skippers can control the crew numbers & necessary skills in order to sail. 
Implement the proposed ‘buddy system’ more effectively. Being more proactive in 
contacting new members to sail” 

“skippers would benefit from more support from crew re: planning, preparation, victualling 
etc. on away trips” 

“streamline process to avoid duplication” 

“give worthwhile notice of requested trips, so skippers & mates don’t have to ring around 
to get a crew at short notice” 

“the Mate on sails takes responsibility for the passenger and money side of things as in: 
Purser definition - an official … responsible for papers and accounts … the comfort and 
welfare of passengers; this would free up the Skipper to concentrate on the boat and health 
& safety. Also, given a change in membership types and sailing fees structure the additional 
paperwork wouldn’t be on the Skipper’s shoulders” 

“seek info & possible discounts re: appropriate training courses. Publish qualifications 
required for skippers and mates and try to guide and mentor them” 

 

Do you have any ideas for recruiting or training new/existing members as skippers and mates? 
 
9 members had no suggestions and 22 offered ideas, in particular: 
 
4 mentioned colleges and schools, e.g. 
 

“through advertising in colleges” 

“contacting schools, colleges and apprenticeships” 

“look to colleges for signs of interest” 

“what about the sailing schools in the Falmouth area. Could have some flier that they can 
give to their clients as they pass through courses” 

 
5 mentioned media, social media and adverts, e.g. 
 

“newspaper & magazine articles and on social media” 

“straight forward paid advert for qualified skippers” 

“eye catching ads in local papers - at start of season - there must be so many retired sailing 
people in Cornwall unaware of our existence” 

“make MBLA and Happy Return known anywhere where any capable sailors are likely to 
be found and canvass for their support. Hopefully it will not need to arise but research and 
investigate availability and suitability of competent paid skippers and mates” 

 
4 mentioned sailing clubs etc., e.g. 
 

“approach the local gig clubs and sailing clubs to see if interest can be raised there” 
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“better marketing … direct contact all sailing clubs in Cornwall; good promotional material 
(professional videos)” 

“get in touch with naval cadets, Culdrose, sailing clubs etc. the proposed change in 
membership structure and sailing fees would incentivise possible candidates and help with 
this” 

 
10 commented on ‘in-house’ training, e.g. 
 

“we can easily give Lugger conversion training to already qualified RYA Skippers and … 
members training to be a Mate and gain the … sea miles … for RYA exams. However to 
gain RYA Day/Coastal/Yacht Master requires attending/passing 2 x theory courses, 
practical sailing exams, first aid course and VHF radio licence certificate; these have a great 
cost that the individual has to bear” 

“MBLA subsidise RYA Yacht Master Qualifications? We tried arranging Yacht Master 
examinations on the Happy Return but no examiner was interested (afraid of dipping 
luggers)” 

“…we should explore a formalised way to train members to competent crew level, and 
then … opportunities to move … to day skipper … if we can get a group of members … 
on a learning path we could get reduced priced RYA training and if we are successful in 
fundraising … also with funds from the membership” 

“… a day sail to enable people to up their skill levels and use that to move people on to 
mates & skippers” 

“if grant … is available for RYA shore based courses … need a minimum number … but 
MBLA might be able to share with others to make up the numbers …cornwall.gov.uk [see 
excel data for link] is offering … Diesel Engine Maintenance, Marine Radio Operator's 
Certification & Navigation (all RYA) …” 

“it is very expensive to do the training & out off the reach of most members” 

“difficult, as in my experience most sailing members just want a drift around … and an 
occasional turn on the steering stick! Also the age of most members is such that they aren’t 
interested in taking exams …” 

“Mates come very much from in-house but skippers tend to come in with the 
qualifications; the main problem is that skippers often have their own boat so are not keen 
to take on the commitment of skippering” 

“perhaps a “taster” day in which new, prospective and/or existing members are invited 
along to discover just what is involved in becoming a mate or skipper. Under different 
personal circumstances I can’t think of anything I would love more than becoming a 
skipper on Happy Return!” 

“offer a sail training package that is dependent on an agreed return of skipper duties via a 
formal contract? Look in unusual places e.g. refuges, Trelya, local housing associations, Job 
Link schemes” 

 

Do you think setting up subgroups would help in supporting the MBLA committee? If so, 

what groups, e.g. Fundraising group, Maintenance group, Publicity group, Sailings timetable 

group, Community engagement group, Finance group. 
 
2 members answered no to this question: 
 

“overly burdensome!” 

http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/
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“not sure where all the people required will come from, better a few capable people 
running the show, as now, rather than loads of less capable people confusing and muddling 
the waters” 

 
13 members were unsure about the setting up of sub-groups, e.g. 
 

“sub-groups would certainly be helpful … my feeling is there aren’t enough people to 
support thriving sub-groups … it may be better to have 1 support group with everyone 
who is interested … see how that goes” 

“generally, small groups are more efficient than larger bodies … but I do not know the size 
of the decision-making group in the MBLA so I cannot comment” 

“I don't believe that setting up more formal committees will help. I do think that 
committee members with specific functions could set up informal and often temporary 
groups to work on … projects or aspects of their area of responsibility. One idea would be 
to appoint, e.g., a boat manager as now but to set a budget for the agreed maintenance & 
repairs required … the boat manager would … get on with recruiting members to carry out 
the work using the budget and would only report back to the committee if there was a 
change to the plan (e.g. additional funds were needed for extra work); this could apply to 
other committee functions” 

“only in the manner of … one person to organise each part of MBLA; avoid too much 
organisation” 

“too many people would be involved. Maybe ask some to take charge if a project comes 
up” 

“might work, but would need a lot of organising. An evening in the pub/club should show 
whether any of these, or others, are runners” 

“I can see that this may be a good idea, however, it can only be implemented if more of the 
members get involved and this goes back to what I said earlier about engendering a 
stronger ‘MBLA community spirit’” 

“better to take a more businesslike approach; the Committee really ought to be a ‘Board’ 
with board-like responsibilities and objectives. Danger of too much fragmentation and this 
needs considerable thought but certainly Marketing, Membership Operations, etc. New 
members - options of taking on a job should be there. It’s not good enough just to pay £20 
and have an occasional sail, is it?” 

“I'm not sure, I think possibly a better way would be to have members volunteer to take 
responsibility for the areas above and for them then to organise the activities. I think it's 
important to not be too fragmented” 

“potentially - though there is always the possibility that it may become a many headed 
monster. So it would need a strong and firm chairperson to co-ordinate the many groups 
and keep up to date with their progress” 

 
26 members answered yes to this question and offered a number of thoughts and ideas, e.g. 
 
5 members mentioned a fundraising sub-group was a good idea, e.g. 
 

“… fundraising and community engagement, might benefit by being hived off” 

“if the expertise & manpower is available then fundraising and maintenance groups would 
probably be advantageous” 

 
5 members mentioned a publicity sub-group was a good idea, e.g. 
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“I think that sub groups in fundraising and publicity is a must” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“certainly a focused approach by small teams would give better focus to the issues we face. 
I think the groups, as above, is a good idea” 

“very much so; this has got to happen to save the association” 

“all of the above, perhaps consolidated into fewer but compatible groups” 

“I could help if it could be done at a distance” 

“definitely; as ‘MBLA Structure’ proposed at last AGM or something similar” 

“this would be a good idea because stalwart members of the committee generally give their 
time up for … many seasons and it would help spread the burden” 

“yes if the volunteers are there” 

“they all seem good ideas if you can get members to serve on them” 

“I do think sub-groups would help. If a person can take ownership of an issue, or group of 
issues around the same topic, they will often put more effort into achieving successful 
outcomes and feel more fulfilled …” 

“yes - not all up to committee members” 

“with the right number and type of people on the committee they should be able to decide 
and where necessary even co-opt Ex-Officio non committee members” 

 

Can you think of any other ways that the membership can help support the committee? 
 
15 members responded no to this question or felt unable to make comment on it. 
 
12 members gave the following thoughts and ideas: 
 

“there are probably lots of ways once people have come together to agree some of them” 

“to be willing to respond to any requests from the committee” 

“getting involved” 

“ask the committee!” 

“everything has been organised and laid on for far too many years with only moderate help 
from non committee members; this culture has got to change; we need members to see it 
as their responsibility to get involved in the running of the Happy Return, not just choosing 
to step on board on a lovely summer’s evening for a couple of hours never to be seen 
again!” 

“devolved sub-committee/working group structure that reports back regularly to the 
‘committee’” 

“give a couple of hours a month to what they are good at to help” 

“find more Skippers/mates” 

“by sending out the minutes and asking for comments or making committee meetings open 
but non-voting” 

“there must be all sorts of skills & experience amongst the members that the committee are 
unaware of …” 

“I think that greater interaction between members and committee/sub-committees will be 
a great asset” 

“have a pre and post members meeting around any committee meeting” 
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6.2 Management Structure - Summary 
 

Approximately 50% of the respondents didn’t feel the need to be involved or weren’t involved in the 

decision making process, either through distance or recent membership. However, c. 33% replied that 

they did feel involved through a number of channels, e.g. the AGM, emails, newsletter, website, 

Facebook etc. 

As to whether the membership should be involved more c. 35% felt there was no need for various 

reasons, e.g. it’s what the committees for or they felt things should be kept simple. Whereas, c. 30% felt 

there were more opportunities for involvement. In particular through, sub-groups (5 members), 

questionnaires & surveys (7) and a more open committee/open meetings structure (4). Although there 

was some concern on all of these as to how they were to be implemented and who would organise 

them. 

For the particular question about the formation of sub-groups a couple of members said no and 25% 

were unsure about it, giving reasons such as, there aren’t enough members, we need to be careful of 

over organising things, and as above: who organises it and how is it implemented. 50% of members 

thought it was a good idea, indeed some said it was necessary for the survival of MBLA, and offered 

many structures and thoughts, ranging from, publicity and fundraising groups to specialist, temporary 

ones; although, again there were concerns about the ‘who’ and ‘how’. 

As to whether there were any other ways to support the committee, c. 30% said no or did not 

comment, whilst c. 25% had some ideas, ranging from, giving a couple of hours a month and working 

groups to sending committee meeting minutes out to members for comments etc. 

On the question of ideas for supporting Skippers and Mates, 25% of members did not have any ideas 

and c. 35% did. An effective online booking system was considered important (9 members), whilst (3) 

felt mobile phones worked fine. There were 5 unclassified ideas, including, the implementation of a 

‘buddy’ system, more support from crew re: planning, preparation, victualling etc., and giving more 

responsibility to the Mate for the crew side of a voyage. 

With regards to recruiting and training new Skippers and Mates, c. 10% had no ideas and c. 40% 

offered suggestions, centred around contacting colleges and schools (4 members), using social media 

and advertising (5), and, approaching, and partnering with, sailing clubs (4). There were a number 

comments on ‘in house’ training, ranging from, formalising a system and/or contract to taster sails for 

members of other sailing clubs. Although, there were a number of concerns around the cost of getting 

appropriate ‘exams and the availability of grants. 
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7 Fundraising 
 

7.1 Fundraising - Results 
 

Have you any ideas about how the MBLA can raise funds or secure grants for the future, e.g. 

grant bodies, donations, events/activities, merchandising? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 members said that they had no ideas in answer to this question. However, 37 responded 
with, as one member commented, ‘the many avenues to explore’, in particular: 

 
11 members mentioned fundraising events, e.g. 
 

“events both raise money and promote profile” 

“get members to organise events:. car boot sales, auctions, … social events (such as hog 
roast), lugger racing, Mike Tudor style … how brave can we be? - concert, gig etc.” 

“the fundraising event at Porthleven was excellent” 

“scrap-metal collection and sales, (needs van/trailer/volunteers); do members/friends have 
any scrap?” 

“car boot, book/plant sale” 

“fundraising functions are very good … can raise a lot of cash but a lot of work to get up 
and running” 

 
8 thought social media offered good opportunities, e.g. 
 

“need to get involved in online fundraising schemes, e.g. ‘Give as you live’ or crowd 
funding which requires social media skills. Better promotion of our merchandise” 

“ever considered some crowd funding/donations exercise” 

“a crowd funding appeal is now being discussed in the committee … the main aim would 
be to raise funds, if it was properly launched, it has the potential to provide a boost to our 
profile in the community and attract the interest of many more potential members; 
membership and/or sails could be offered to people making contributions” 

“crowd funder site” 

“online fundraising” 

 

Members fundraising ideas

Fundraising events

Asset based

Locally based

Merchandising

Sponsorship

Grants/awarding bodies
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2 considered ‘asset’ based approaches, e.g. 
 

“as a film location resource” 

“there are a number of agencies providing ships for film sets, e.g. Square Sail in 
Charlestown. Getting … on their books would potentially provide a very good source of 
funding as well as raise our profile. Where else would they find a lugger that can be sailed 
properly in the traditional way?” 

 
4 offered locally based solutions, e.g. 
 

“… maybe look at how the Jubilee Pool does things?!” 

“members of MBLA have an extraordinary range of links to … members of the 
community who could be drawn in to support … and become backers of MBLA” 

“you could run a 200 Club where members pay £12 p.a. for a monthly raffle with a chance 
of 1 x £25 prize monthly (and maybe 1 x £10 prize each month if membership numbers 
allow) with a larger amount in the Christmas draw. This raises good money for our bowls 
club” 

“local supermarkets, supporting local ventures” 

 
10 thought merchandising opportunities were a good idea, e.g. 
 

“merchandising requires some upfront investment in time and money but then it can 
continually earn money and raise profile which can then support earning more money” 

“not my area of expertise at all I’m afraid but merchandising should be looked at. I 
understand that this can be quite a big financial and personal commitment. I have a 
Barnabas polo shirt which I wear with pride, a Happy Return shirt would trump it” 

“… merchandising is ‘relatively’ easy to do; a transfer/sublimation photo on a mug or t-
shirts, key fobs, coasters, hip flasks, tankards etc. (picture, photo or illustration of the 
Happy Return next to Cornwall logo or emphasising heritage or joke ‘I sailed on the Happy 
Return and survived!!!’ etc.), and … local/regional shops etc. may well be interested in 
selling them and we can also set up online/website selling too. £2.50 per mug incl. 
illustration/photo, (could get discount for bulk), sells for approx. £6-8.00, done locally” 

“merchandising is always popular but it does tie up capital, possibly an online shop with a 
clothing company may be a way of providing clothing without the initial outlay” 

“… we should look at our merchandise and come up with an offer … focused on non 
members and look at venue opportunities … to sell our offer. E.g. we do very well from 
the Newlyn fish festival … we could look at expanding our offer. Porthleven have a food 
festival with 30000 visitors ever year which presents an opportunity to sell merchandise and 
taster sails. Porthleven has over 200 holiday homes rented out every week; many of the 
visitors are returning every year and some visit two or three times a year; these visitors 
would make great associate members” 

 
1 felt there was an opportunity with sponsorship, e.g. 
 

“… sponsorship needs a quirky idea, and if anybody is familiar with Clevedon Pier … the 
wooden boardwalk and sides are covered with little brass plaques … inscribed in memory 
of a person/celebration/memory, for a cost … I'm not sure whether MBLA would want to 
cover the deck … in this way? But the idea is a very good one … and could perhaps be 
adapted by offering people the chance to sponsor areas/equipment on the boat” 
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17 considered awarding bodies, e.g. 
 

“EU before we leave!” 

“grants might be available for offering school activities” 

“classic boat register plus heritage lottery fund not sure if they fund boats but worth trying” 

“grants from projects, donations from same name/commonalities” 

“funding/ grant bodies are a law unto themselves but … some people … like dealing with 
them and are … good at winkling out money/extracting promises. As MBLA does not 
have the funds to pay somebody … it means relying on a member who has those skills. 
Perhaps there is a way of finding somebody to volunteer by advertising for help on the 
website or Facebook …” 

“I do fundraising for Helston Railway Preservation Society - specifically prepare funding 
briefs and write letters to potential donors” 

“Lottery Funding as a Community resource?” 

“Heritage Lottery funding may be available?” 

“appealing to Cornwall specifically to protect part of heritage” 

“the ‘Cornwall Community Foundation’ administers a number of local charity trusts” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“beg! look at … private-eye classifieds … ‘Beautiful Elderly Lady needs tenderness and 
love’ plus link to bespoke web donation page (not just website)” 

“there are many but it needs the members to run them, not the same few who are already 
weighed down” 

“we are currently developing some ideas with a (retired) professional fund raiser; what we 
don't have is a team of volunteers (members) to drive these ideas forward” 

“the good old begging letter can do well …” 

 

Have you any experience in fundraising? If so, would you be able to contribute your 

skills/time? 
 
25 members said they had no experience of fundraising or had ‘done their bit’. Whilst 12 members said 
they had little or some experience of fundraising but offered help, e.g. 
 

“I am really good at selling raffle tickets on the Mount” 

“can spend time; ran my own business for 10 years as IT consultant” 

“very little in applying for grants; am happy to help if I can, and it’s not too time 
consuming” 

“only through Rotary, but homespun stuff raising a few thousand” 

“if a sub-committee was formed, I would be happy to participate” 

“I have no experience in charity fund raising, however I have been in sales and marketing 
for 30 years + so I know how to identify market opportunities and put together a sales 
offer. I would be happy to give whatever time was required to help the membership” 

“I have, but would rather put that part of my life behind me, although I would, if time 
allowed, be happy to check over an application and tweak it” 
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“sadly I don't have any useful experience and I'm extremely poor at even extracting raffle 
ticket money from my family but will offer my time and energies wherever they may be of 
use, other commitments permitting” 

“can help Di with car boot sales” 

 

7.2 Fundraising - Summary 
 
Approximately 70% of the members offered ideas of how MBLA can raise funds for the future. These 
were grouped around: awarding bodies (17 members), fundraising events (11), merchandising (10), 
social media (8), and sponsorship (1).  

Those who cited awarding bodies suggested a number of avenues to explore, including schools, special 
schools, heritage bodies, ‘Cornwall Community Foundation’ etc. Merchandising opportunities included: 
logos on t-shirts, mugs, other saleable items and selling at events, talks, local shops etc. Social media 
included, crowd funding and online donations etc. Locally based solutions included, tie up with Jubilee 
Pool, a ‘200 club’, raffles, Christmas Draw etc., and ‘asset’ based approaches: the Happy Return as a 
film location. Other unclassified comments included, begging. However, once again, there were 
concerns over the ‘who and how’ question. 

As to whether any members had experience of fundraising? Approximately 50% said they hadn’t or had 
‘done their bit’, whilst c. 20% had little or some experience and many of these offered to help in any 
way they could, whether helping at boot sales, selling raffle tickets or identifying market opportunities 
etc. 

 

8 MBLA’s Future 
 

8.1 MBLA’s Future - Results 
 

Would you be prepared to give any extra support no matter how small for the MBLA? If so, can 

you indicate the areas you may be to able to help in? 
 
3 members felt they couldn’t give any extra support for a number of reasons (health, distance etc.) and 
12 were either unsure at the moment or felt they were already contributing enough, e.g. 
 

“I shall give this further thought and so may you and if either of us comes up with any 
ideas for helping, I will give them due consideration” 

“I am already doing social media but it’s depressing” 

“for now I will be a member doing a few sails each year and attending an event or two but 
that’s … all I can offer right now … once retired this is the sort of area I can become more 
active in” 

 
23 members offered extra support, e.g. 
 

“I know a little about Twitter, if the MBLA wanted to set up a twitter account” 

“social media” 

“could maybe help more with maintenance etc.” 

“merchandising, education, publicity” 
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“I have encouraged a few people to join up and continue to do so. I could possibly get a 
few to join here on Scilly if they could get the odd day sail when the Happy Return is in the 
islands?” 

“I would like to be able to contribute to maintenance in an unskilled way” 

“fundraising … I am chairman of the West Cornwall Footpath Preservation Society and we 
face many of the same problems as MBLA; I can share some of the ideas we have to try 
and maintain interest” 

“sales and marketing, future planning and succession” 

“skippering in Mounts Bay … help with … maintenance work; will help the handover of 
treasurer duties” 

“skipper/mate/crew training and development” 

“anything that can be done at a distance” 

“fundraising and putting out flyers; anything I can do to encourage new members” 

“I live 250 miles away so distance is an impediment. I have admin and finance skills” 

“I am happy to help in any way I can (writing copy, designing flyers, brochures, 
merchandising design, maintenance etc.) but due to health am unlikely to take on a position 
of responsibility” 

“always prepared if I am around; need to know what jobs and then can decide if I am able 
to do it” 

“may be able to contribute a little by including news items in maritime history links” 

“yes, but for reasons already outlined, this would be confined to donations and/or 
merchandise purchase” 

“maintenance and working up to skipper” 

“I have given various talks over the years to help raise funds and am very willing to keep 
doing so” 

“throw some ideas at me, if appropriate” 

“can help running stalls, car boot, fish festival etc.” 

“for me would be to spend more time working on the Happy Return, and understanding 
her better” 

 

Going forward can you suggest ways that we can generate and develop ideas regarding a 

successful and sustainable future, e.g. open meetings, brainstorming sessions? 
 
5 members said no to this question. 
 

“no, but I wish you all well - long may MBLA last” 

 
Whilst 33 members made a number of suggestions, in particular: 
 
14 members thought open meetings, workshops, questionnaires, surveys etc., would be good idea, e.g. 
 

“an open meeting sounds fine to me” 

“willing to design a workshop … to generate ideas, strategies & commitments … no 
charge” 

“brainstorming always a good idea; who knows what comes out!” 

“’World Cafe’ meetings … on a … issue with everyone who has said they are willing to 
help in that area” 
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“open meetings, well advertised … also a general local questionnaire might throw up things 
people would support that we haven't thought of” 

“the committee will get the best outcome from this questionnaire if the results are openly 
and effectively shared with the members who have made the effort to provide their 
thoughts and ideas” 

“open meetings and brainstorming are great but need the support of the membership … 
not just the same old faces; how to get new blood involved is the big question” 

“open meeting to discuss what members are prepared to offer …” 

“open meetings and brainstorming, … based on … structured questions/subjects that … 
represent the Committee’s own main expressed concerns; the audience might need some 
focus” 

“a start would be a follow up members meeting of this questionnaire” 

“well this survey is a great idea - maybe a shorter mini survey a couple of times a year with 
relevant questions like: ‘would you be prepared to share details of the MBLA with your 
Facebook contacts?’” 

“let’s see the results of this exercise and think again” 

 
4 members mentioned social events, e.g. 
 

“the social side seems to have slipped in the last couple of years; maybe aim to have at least 
one social event per month (esp. in winter) - talk, curry night, walk, barbecue, meet in a pub 
periodically” 

“more co-ordinated meetings/events with other groups (i.e. heritage etc.) and involving 
members to get more involved with all aspects of promoting the seafaring heritage of 
Penzance” 

“more get togethers off the water in the winter maybe, it does need more advertising as so 
many people know nothing about it, so lots of advertising if only by word of mouth and 
flyers” 

“engagement with other sailing/outdoor organisations etc.” 

 
2 mentioned a ‘business plan’ approach, e.g. 
 

“a Business Plan” 

“the committee have identified the current issues … going forward … it would help to 
formulate the long term aims of the MBLA, the ‘Vision’, followed by objectives … 
underpinned by goals, timed & measured; e.g. 5 year maintenance plan with approximate 
yearly costs then passed to the fundraiser as yearly target” 

 
7 mentioned attracting ‘younger’ members, e.g. 
 

“we must find a way of encouraging younger members who have sailing experiences 
and/or qualifications; this is of paramount importance” 

“need fresh blood with ideas and the use of social media to gain the younger members to 
push ideas forward” 

“if you could get sub-committees going it might generate enthusiasm and energy between 
those actively involved, because that’s all it needs really, enthusiasm, energy and dedication. 
It seems to me everything depends on attracting younger members to take over the helm 
(literally!) in due course” 
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“target a younger age than retirees. Having said that, I know no club that is not going 
through similar issues. The active doers are getting old and the younger ‘pay and play’ 
generation are not filling the voids” 

“… as with other organisations, you need to attract younger members … could they be 
attracted by training in sailing, navigation, boat maintenance etc? Links with Universities, 
Museums etc.” 

“I think maintaining a good profile locally, maintaining links with youth groups and being 
inclusive are all ways of gaining and keeping members” 

“… spread the word to the next generation to find a few younger skippers” 

 
Additional comments: 
 

“anything we can get members to organise; it mustn’t always fall back onto the Committee 
to do everything” 

“I think we need a wider base; we’re small because we are specialised, maybe over-
specialised to the point of extinction. But we’re not the only ones at risk” 

“share the jobs; more people involved in fundraising, publicity; sharing sailing and boat 
handling skills …” 

“we should develop local/regional links to improve our profile and, at the same time, 
engender a stronger MBLA ‘community spirit’ to encourage more members to get 
involved” 

“it would be nice to have a dedicated historical berth, with facilities for the association. I 
think the MBLA have earned that with the local community. 

“eye catching leaflets in medical & sports centres, throughout Cornwall … eye catching ad 
in … West Briton etc.; many potential members are retired ex-sailing people who are 
unaware of the Happy Return” 

 

8.2 MBLA’s Future - Summary 
 
Approximately 30% of members who responded to the questionnaire felt they could not give any 
extra support to the MBLA, either because health, distance, present commitments of they felt 
they already contributed enough. However, c. 40% said they could offer help, this help ranged 
from: setting up a twitter account, through, helping with publicity and merchandising, getting 
involved with maintenance, admin and finance, to helping at events. 

With regards to suggesting ways the MBLA can generate and develop ideas to create a sustainable 
and successful future, c. 60% of the members proffered ideas. The main idea (14 members) was 
to find ways to involve members more through open meetings, workshops, and questionnaires or 
surveys on specific issues, (e.g. will you share MBLA with your Facebook contacts. etc.), ‘World 
Cafe’ style brainstorming sessions and disseminating the results of this questionnaire. Effectively 
engaging with the younger generation was considered important (7), social events (4), both within 
MBLA and with other similar organisations, and a ‘Business Plan’ approach to our affairs, (e.g. 
vision, mission statement, action plans with timely achievable goals (milestones & target dates, 
person responsible etc.). Other comments included strengthening ‘community’ links, ‘widening 
our base’ and sharing the jobs more. 
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9 MBLA Questionnaire Report Conclusions 
 
There was an excellent response to the questionnaire sent to all members of MBLA. Most 
members have taken the time and trouble to answer all of the questions in full; however there 
were a few who felt unable to answer some of the questions because, in the main, they 
considered themselves too new to the MBLA and as such, either didn’t have a ‘view’ on a 
particular subject yet or felt they hadn’t had the necessary experience to comment. Nevertheless, 
these questionnaire results represent a highly valuable ‘snapshot’ of current members’ thinking on 
a number of issues, that the committee are tussling with at the moment, in an effort to ensure the 
future sustainability of the association and the Happy Return. 

One of the ‘stand out’ themes of the report is the obvious passion that is felt for the Happy 
Return; this strong feeling for her, and her history, comes through time and again, particularly in 
the ‘Principles and Culture’ section and is manifest through a range of views from the belligerent 
‘she must be maintained’ attitude, to an ‘I live a long way from Penzance but will do what little I 
can to help’ sentiment. 

On the question of the potential for ‘changes’ to management structures and fees structures the 
membership have shown that if any changes were considered, if they would be a positive step 
forward for the MBLA, then they would be willing to support them. Additionally the members 
also offered many thoughts, ideas and permutations on what these changes might look like. 

With regards to the MBLA’s and the Happy Return’s profile, it is evident that the members feel 
there is ‘room for considerable improvement’ and have come up with a number of options that 
may be of use in achieving this. 

A similar story is seen with the issue of fundraising, with the membership offering a wide range 
of ideas for the MBLA to consider in its goal of improving income and revenues; again, some of 
these members have offered help. 

Many members also felt that there were opportunities for them to become more involved in the 
MBLA and many would seem to welcome opportunities for some form of input into MBLA 
proceedings. 

In conclusion, the generally very positive and constructive feedback that this questionnaire has 
elicited has given the MBLA and committee many ‘avenues to explore’ to ensure that the Happy 
Return continues to be an iconic sight as she sails across Mounts Bay. 

 

As two members commented: 

 

“if you don’t change, things stay the same” 

“how brave can we be?” 


